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Currently, most robot programming is done either by man- 
ual programming or by the "teach-by-showing " method using 
a teach pendant. Both of these methods have been found to 
have several drawbacks. 

We propose a novel method to program a robot, the 
assembly-plan-from-observation (AF'O) method. The AF'O 
method aims to build a system that has the capability of ob- 
serving a human performing an assembly task, understanding 
the task based on the observation, and generating the robot 
program to achieve the same task. 

In particular, this paper defines assembly relations which 
serve as the basic representation of each assembly task. Then. 
we veriFy that such assembly relations can be recovered from 
the observation of human assembly tasks, and that from such 
assembly relations, it is possible to generate robot motion 
commands to repeat the same assembly task. Finally, we 
demonstrate an APO system based on the assembly relations. 

1 Introduction 
The key characteristic of robots is their versatility. They can 
be used to perform a large variety of tasks without a major 
re-design of the robot. This versatility is due to the generality 
of the robot's physical structure, but a robot's generality can 
be exploited only if the robot can be a i l y  programmed. 

Several methods to program a robot have been proposed. 
Such methods include: teach-by-showing, teleoperation [17, 
12, 31, textual programming[21, and automatic program- 
ming [6, 9, 71. In teach-by-showing methods, an engineer 
stores, using a t a c h  pendant i n  teaching mode, a path along 
which a robot should move repeatedly. In run mode, the 
robot follows the path i t  was previously taught. This is the 
most common method to program a robot in industrial appli- 
cations. This method is suitable for programming a robot to 
repeat simple movements. Moreover, this method is excellent 
because a robot can learn complicated paths from a trained 
engineer. However, this method requires that an engineer is in 
the same environment as the robot. Thus, we cannot use this 
method i n  hazardous environments such as in nuclear plants, 
underwater, or in outer space. 

To remedy this problem, teleoperation methods have been 
proposed. This method uses a master manipulator for teaching 
and a slave manipulator for execution. An  engineer C T J O I S  
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the master manipulator i n  a safe cnvironmcnt u.hilc rnoni- 
toring the hazardous environment with a remote TL' cancra 
and display. The slave manipulator in the hazardous c-nviron- 
men[ executes real operations based on control signals from 
its master manipulator. Since this method does not require an 
operator in the execution environment, i t  is suitable for the 
operation in hazardous environments. However. by using this  
method, we can only t a c h  a robot uajectory information. I t  
is difficult to build a flexible robot system able to use iorcc 
control with error recovery capabilities. I t  is also r u e  that w 
have to reconsmct entire programs, even when 3 very minor 
change in the program is desired. 

Textual programming is often used in academic environ- 
ments. A programmer stores a robot command sequence i n  

a computer as a textual program. By using a compilcr or an 
interpreter, a command sequence in a textual pro= " r m i  15 con- 
verted into a form that the robot can execute. This mcthod 1s 
quite flexible because we can store a n y  kind of conlrol pro- 
grams. However, i t  requires a long developmcnt p e r i d  and 
expert programmers. 

In order to speed up the programming process. automatic 
programming has been proposed. The method tries to dcvelop 
geometric reasoning systems which can generate textual pro- 
grams to conuol a robot from geometric information Sivcn 
by geometric models and task specifications. This diri.c,tion 
is quite promising, however, there are many issuc-s to bt' xi- 
dressed before we have a complm automaiic prograrnrniny 
system. Such issues include: how to gcncrate a jcqt1i.r~i.C 01' 
operations, how to determine a grasp point lor each opcrmon. 
how to determine a global path to move an object \vhilt '  avoid- 
ing collisions with other objects. I t  is quite di ihcult  10 build 
a complete automatic programming system. though pc-rhqs 
not impossible. 

We propose a novel method that combines automatic pro- 
gramming and teleoperation. We propose to add a vision 
capability that will observe human operations to an automatic 
programming system (a geometric rasoncr).  I n  particular. 
we propose a system that observes a human pcrt'ormins an 
assembly tasks while a geometric rasoner an1IIyLt.s mil r t c -  
ognizes such tasks from observation. md gencrxcs thc sxnc  
assembly sequence for a robot. Wc will refer [o this pxadigni 
as Assembly Plan from Observation (APO). 

Due to the geomeuic reasoning capability, the APO j)'j[cm 
understands the cperations that the operator is pcrhriiiing. 
Thus, the system for example can discard unneccssxy rno- 
tions which are often introduced by a human telcoperator. The 
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system can also insert error recovery rouunes into the gener- 
ated assembly plans. In this regard, APO is supenor to the 
teleoperauon method. 

Due to the vision capability, the system can solve several 
otherwise extremely difficult problems, such as path planning 

human assembly task 

before during after 

and determining the optimal-assembly sequence, by simply 
observing a human performing the operation. In this regard. 
APO is superior to the automatic programming method. 

2 Assembly plan from observation 
In an APO system, a human operator performs assembly tasks 
in front of a video camera. From the camera, the system ob- 
tains a continuous sequence of images recording the assembly 
tasks. In order for the system to recognize assembly tasks 
from the sequence of images, the system has to perform the 
following six operations (See Figure I.): 

Temporal Segmeniarion - dividing the continuous se- 
quence of images into memingful segments which cor- 
respond to separate human assembly wiks ,  
Objeci Recognilion - recognizing objects and determin- 
ing object configurauons in a given image segment. 
Task Recognirion - recognizing assembly tasks based on 
the results of an object recognition system. 

task recognition 

abstract task models 

instantiated task model 

I 
Grasp Recognition - recognizing where and how the hu- 
man operator grasps an Object for achieving the assembly 
task 

Global Paih Recognirion - recognizing the path along 
which the human operator moves an object while avoid- 
ing collision 
TUSA /nslaniiaiion - collecting necessary parameters from 
object recognition, grasp recognition. and global path 
recognition results for performing the recognized assem- 
bly tasks, and setung up assembly plans to perform the 
same task using a robot manipulator. 

In this paper, we will concentrate on the task recognition 
and task instantiation modules, because these two parts form 
the main loop for the assembly plan from observation 

The outline of the modules are as follows. 
Our Object recognition module identifies each object using 

the object models from a given image segment The module 
represents the recognition results in  a world model, as shown 
in Figure 1, by using the geometric modeler, Vantage 

Our task recognition module recognizes Object relations in 
two image segments and extracts the transition between two 
object relations from the two segments The task recognition 
system has abstract iask rnode/s in a data base Each abstract 
task in the dam base descnbes a transition between two dif- 
ferent object relations. From the task models in the data base, 
the system identifies a wk model that describe the transition 
needed to achieve the observed object relations. as shown in 

Figure 1 
Our task instantiation module represenrs the recognition re- 

sul t  as an instantiated task model A n  instantiated mk model 
associates a transition with an action capable of causing the 
Uans~tion It also includes appropnate parameters to achieve 
the action based on the given scenes Such parameters include 
object lowuons and the grasping locations for the action The 
instantiated task model also includes the global path along 

1 

robot assembly task 

Figure 1: Assembly plan from observation 
which to move an object. The system, rhcn. inserts t h e  13b- 
mned grasp and stack locations into the command sequac i . .  
Finally. the command sequence is scnt to the robot. 

3 Defining Task Models 
In order to develop task models for XI APO system, we h s  e 
to define represenutions to describe assembly mjks In  t h i s  
section. we will define assembly refaiions for such reprcsen- 
utions. Then, we will examine that such assembly rclatioii) 
satisfy the two requirements. 

recovernbiliry - assembly relations can be cxtractcd I roni  
observation, 
inferabiliry- a human assembly usk can be interred tram 
an assembly relation. and i t  is possible 10 generati. a>- 
sembly operations for a manipulator from the asscnlbl) 
relation. 

Finally, we will consider how to define asscmbly u s k  nlodels 
using the assembly relations. 

3.1 Assembly relation 
In each assembly wik ,  at least one object is manipuI;itcI1. \\'e 
will refer to the object as the niUnlpUidi<cfiohJCCt The manip- 
ulated objerf is atuchcd to other slltionxy objectj. \\ hicti \+c 
refer to as environmenrol objects. so that the inanipuhcd d i -  

ject achieves a particular relation with environmcnwl o b j ~ c t s .  
We will define assembly relations wi th  respect to lace c o n -  

ucts between a manipulated object and its sutionary s n v i -  
ronmental objects. The essential goal of an assembly ujk 1 3  
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to establish a new face contact between a manipulated object 
and environmental objects. For example, the goal of a peg- 
insertion is to achieve face contacts at the side and bottom 
faces of the peg against the side and bottom faces of the hole. 
Thus, i t  is effective to use face contact relations as the central 
representation for defining assembly task models. 

To make the overall problem manageable, we concentrate 
on a world of polyhedral objects in which only one polyhedron 
may be moved by one assembly task. An assembly relation 
will be defined between a manipulated polyhedron and sev- 
eral stationary environmental polyhedra. This restriction still 
leaves a diverse range of interesting relationships, actions, 
and resulting assemblies. 

Such face contact relations satisfy the recoverability re- 
quirement. 

e Face contact relations can be obtained by analyzing ge- 
ometric models. An object recognition program, such 
as in [41 can recognize a manipulated object, determine 
its configuration, and represent the recognition result in 
a geometric modeler, as well as the geometric represen- 
tations of other stationary environmental objects. By 
examining each face pair between the manipulated and 

between pre-assembly relations and post-assembly relations. 
Based on the description, we will build an APO system i n  the 
following steps: 

0 classifying all possible face contact relations (assembly 
relations) between manipulated and environmental ob- 
jects, 

e considering what kinds of transitions i n  s s c m b l y  rc- 
lations occur and building a tree i n  Lvhich each branch 
corresponds to one possible transition and tach I d  node 
corresponds to an assembly relation, and 

e assigning manipulator motions to achicvc such asssinbly 
relation uansitions (the completed ucc is referred to as a 
procedure tree). 

3.2 Taxonomy for Assembly Relation 
For geometric objects in a polyhedral world. our taxonomy 
identifies all possible assembly relations bascd on ~ h c  d i r w  
tions of contact surface normals. First, we will a n a l y x  a [ \ io -  
dimensional polygonal world and thcn a thrtc-dimension:1l 
polyhedral world. Some relaled issues x e  found i i i  101. 



Figure 2: Unidirectional contact. 

tact dnecnon rs represented as a potnt on the Gausslan 
sphere. Let us suppose the conuct duecoon LS mapped 
to the nonh pole o€ the Gaussian sphere. The possible 
dtncoons of object monon can be represend as the 
northern hemsphere of the Gaussian sphere. the pro- 
hibild -nons can be represented as h e  southern 
hemrspherc. 

I I 
I 3d-b I Biduecnondcontacts havenvodlfferentrctanons. 3d-b 

Table 1: 3D assembly relations 

(a) (b)  

Figure 3: Bidirectional contact: (a) relation 2d-b; @) relation 
2d-c. 

Clarsl Rclaaon I Explananon 
unl I 3 d s  I 3d-a tn Figure 5 shows uruduecaonal c o n t a c L  The con- I 

' tetra 3d-g Rclauon 3d-g haspossiblemovements concspondng to ' 
Addingonemore contactduecaon to relanon 3dX gives ' 
3d-I m Figure 5 has no possible movcrncnr duecuons. 

3d-h a, whde rciauon 3d-h h a  one possible rnovernenL i 
relauon 3d-h. j 

' hexa 3d-I 

3d< and3d-c. dependingon whethercontactduecnons are tn 
opposite h c n o n s  or not. See Figure 5 Relanon 3d-b 
has possible movemenrc represented as a great cucle an I 
the Gaussian sphere. Relaoon 3d-c. on h e  other hand. 
has~s s ib l emavemenrc~resen ted  as an area wundcd , 

1 I by two great cucles on the Gaussian sphere. 
1 Thctnduecaonal contacts have lhrcedlfferentre~auons. 3d-d 

3 d s  
3d-I 

3 d 4  3d-e. and 3d-f. Rclaoon 3 d d  and rclaoon 3d-c , 
have three coplanar contact duecoons Relauon 3d-d ' 
has possible movements concspondrng to a veal  seni  
cmle  Rclaaon 3d-e has possible movements cone- 
spondmg to two porn& Between relaoon 3d-e and re- 
Iaaon 3dd. there e x s u  a nlanon which h a s  idcnncai 
possible movement duecoons LI nlanon 3d-c Rela- 
non 3d.f has possible movements conespondmg 10 a 
sphrncd area bounded by three gnat cmles 

I 
I 

-,,o.,c.d -_ 

CC') 

Figure 4 Tndirecuonal contact: (a) relation 2d-d; (b) relauon 
2d-e, (c) relation 2d-f. This is equiralent to re!abon 2d-c 
in  terms of possible movement directions, and thus, is not 
considered an independent relation. 

. 

3.3 Assembly relation transitions 
We will consider a sequence of manipulator operations to 
achieve a c h  assembly relation from assembl> rclaiion 3d-5. 
Such a sequence of manipulator operations 1s grouped inro 
a motion macro, Le., a remplaic of manipulator operation>. 
which, when applied to an Object. yields the dchircil .is>crnhly 
relation. This is possible because a c h  assembly rclstion 15 

defined so that we can apply the same manipulator control 
straiegy to achieve the relation by changing only conuollcr 
parameters. not the suategy. 

In order to reduce the number of necessary templatcs. we 
will analyze each assembly relation in an itemtive manner. \Ye 
will analyze simpler relations earlier and more complicarcd 
relations later. Also. instcad of considenng a 1cr~:pIaic io 
directly achieve a complicated relation from 3d-s. we will 
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Figure 5: 3-D assembly relation taxonomy. 

consider an intermediate relation, and then try to achieve the 
complicated relation. First, we uy to achieve an intermediate 
relation from 3d-s by using the templates already considered 
Then we try to achieve the final relation from the intermediate 
relation using a newly considered template. 

In order to find an appropriate intermediate relation, for 
each assembly relation, we consider disassembly actions from 
the assembly relation, and extract all possible immediate inter- 
mediate assembly relauonsJust pnor to the assembly relation 
We do this because considenng disassembly actions is easier 
than considenng assembly acflons. 

Several intermediate relations sometimes occur from the 
same assembl) relation due to 1) the variation in shapes of 
contact faces. and 2 )  the variety of possible disassembly op- 
erations 

In case that due to vanations i n  the shapes of contact faces, 
we have to analyze all intermediate relations and assign appro- 
priate motion templates to all uansitions from the intermediate 
relations to the desired relation 

In case that due to the variety of possible disassembly op- 
erations. we can choose one appropriate intermediate relation 
among the several intermediate relations We choose the one 
which is ach~eved by the simplest and most robust operation 
under uncermnty in positional information. In order to select 
such inrermediate rel3tion. we use the following criteria. 

I In the case that a duecr deiach motion (a motion which 
immediately breaks a face-contact) exists, choose it. 

2. In the case that a laferal motion (a motion m a n u n  the 
same contact relation) that would break face-contacts by 
crossing a c e m n  boundary exist. choose i t  

3. In the case in which several candidate motions satisfy 

3d-a 3d-r 

(a> 

M-I 

T- 3ds M4 

( d )  
Figure 6: Examplcs of assembly relation um~itions 

criterion 1 or criterion 2, choose the mouon which l c s i  
reduces the number of face conL;1ct?j. 

By using these criteria, we will analyze e x h  Ilsscrnbl) 
relation. extract all possible assembly relation uansitions. JnJ 
prune unnecessary relation uansitions. 

We can represent relation transitions as 3 use suuciure. ~ 1 5  
shown in Figure 7 .  Each node i n  the tree rcprescnts one partic- 
ular assembly relation, and a c h  arc rcprcssnis corrcspondins 
assembly relation uansitions. 

3.4 Procedure free 
A procedure uee (Figure 8) is crated by placing 3 templati: ot 
manipulator operations (motion macro) at a c h  arc scparrating 
the assembly relation nodes of Figure 7 .  See Tab:; 9. Thc 
manipulator operations chosen are those which can corrcctly 
achieves an assembly relation on one node from the asscrnbly 
relation on the other node. 

From this analysis in Tablc 3, the following four rn~tion 
macros are extracted: 
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Relawn 1 Possible lmrncdra  smpler rclanon 
M-a A drect detach monon giver the transinon from 

che usembly rclanon 3d-s to 3d-s. See Fig- 

Transinon 
s - t o 9  L I The mlanon transinon from 3d-s to 3d-a IS reahzed by j move- 

I I c o n t a c t  monon macro. 

shows two possible relrtlon w i n o m .  
By i p p l p g  d m t  detach rnonom. the 3 d c  m- 
k ion  becomer citha 3d-s or 3d-a. 'The two 

a-to-c 

- 

possibllrnes arc not due to the shape of the con- 
tact facer; they M due to monon duecnom The 
relrtlon transinon bum 3 d c  to 3d-s reduces the 
number of facecontacts by two. whrle the re- 
h o n  w i n o n  from 3 d c  to 3d-a reduces the 
number by one. The laan relanon transinon IS 

chosen as the deruable one by the cnlmon 3. 
Figure 6(c) shows two possible transinons due 
10 monon ~ K C S U O ~ .  

A dmct  deuch monon gives the uansinon frum b-to4 

3d.g 
the desuablc one. 
Among the two possible relauon transinom. 3d- 
g u) 3d-b and 3d-g (0 3 d d  The rclanon U M S t -  

d-to-g 

lo- 
c 

b- 
lo- 
e 
E- 
to- 
e 
d- 
10- 

c. 
to4 

c 

. d- 
lo- 

contact cbccnon m the previous 3d-a relauon Thus. 
by usmg the insert-belwrcnmonon macro. we align the 
object dong the men LXIS and UanSIaU i t  mlo the hole 
dim msen- 

between 

The monon of the object IS already constramed. the , move 
ObJect IS only movable dong the UlSeR U I S  we Use the 
m o v e  m u m  10 m&e the rclanon nansiuons 
QUD 

Th e rclanon transiuon bum 3d-c to 3d-f IS realucd by 
M larch mouon along the m t m e c n o n  Lyle of the nvo 
conuct faces of 3 d s  unul  mduccnonal contact OCCUK 

For thls relauon uuuif--- we use the same macro move- 
lO-CONOCI 
At 3 d 4  the ObJect C M  Only UnrIShU along mursecuon 
hesamonnconuctfaces. BY u s m g t h e m o v c - r o - c o ~ a c r  I lo- 

move- 
ID- 
conuc[ 

move. 1 ~ - . .  

to- 
h 

t h e m o v e - r o - c o r u a n  macro dong the msen axu unnl the 
rctradirecUonal conact OCCUTS. confact 

to- 

Table 2: Possible assembly relation transitions Table 3: Morion macro 

- 
an auach monon which conlarns a monon component 
low& the contact ducsnon. Among several a m h  rno- 
nons, pure monon towuds the contact duecoon unnl 
face conuct IS the ~ L S I ~ S L  Thus. we assign the cone- 
sponding umplau of monons to the relanon uansinon 
Imm 3d-s to 3d-a and refer to this umplau as move-10-  

to- 
contact ure Mi) for M example of the direct detach mo- I tion whch causer M assembly rclanon nansi- 1 1 

tion from 3d-a to 3d-s. 

L d  monom p d c l  to the contact f w s  CM 
bc applied. Depending on the shape of contact 
fuss. it reachw either 3d-s or 3d-a. Since this 
variation is due to the shape of the wnuct face. 
we have u) comidcr both cases. Figure 6@) 

a-to-b 

I :- i I chat we can translate it between the two contact faces. 
Then, we have u) m l a u  the object p d c l  to the 
conuct facer. W e  assign the conesponding urnplau of 
monons to the rclanon transinon from 3d-s to 3d-b and 

II_ 
.~.  

refer to thrr umplau  as ~nserr.beIween monon macro 
I Smce me configuraaon of the object IS weaay  a-lgnea 

, 
a. mobe 

it IS only nec&sary to nanslau the object pardel lo 1 
the two contact faces. 
umplrte of mouons to the relauon transinon and refer , 

We -sign the concspondmg I 11' 
I I to ths umplau as m o v e  rnonon macro 

a- I AL 3d-a. one face contact IS b e a d y  achieved The 1 move- , 
rclanon mansanon from 3d-a to 3d-c IS redzed by M 

aaach monon along the conuct face of 3d-a loward M -  

ocha confact face of 3 d c  unal two-face contact occurs 
Among s e v a d  such monons. pure monon perpcndicu- 
lu u) the munccnon h e s  between two conuc t  faces IS 
selecud. 
We achieve thu rclanon muisinon by usmg the same 
urnplate of opaanons for the relanon transinon from 
3d-s to 3d-a. m o v e - t o - c o n t a c f .  'Thus. we assign the 
~ W Y C . I O - C O ~ I O C I  monon macro to the rclanon uansinon 

lo- 
canuct 

10- 
C 

1 fhe assembly relanon 3 d d  to 3d-b. 
I No ducct aetach monons cxut  m case of 3d-c. 3d-c 5-to-e 

a-to-c 

E-104 

Ltcnl mottom along the LXU parrllelu) the sur- 
roundmg contact frces cause several relanons. 
3d-s. 3d-a. 3d-b. 3d-c and 3 d 4  depending on 
the shape of contact facer. We have to con- 
sider there five possible relanon transinom. We 
4 rcfcr IO the LXIS as the merlwn mu. See 

I from 3d-a to 3 d c .  I I 
b- 1 The relanon mansiuon from 3d-b 10 3 d d  IS rcalucd by 1 move- I 

d-to-e 

M aaach monon parallel to the two opposiu contact 
f u .  Among several a-h monons. IS IS the case m 

ID- 
conmct 1 

3d-a to 3ds .  pure monon IS sclecud. For thu rclanon I i  I Figure 6(d) for the cxunple. 
I The assembly relanon 3d-f becomes to 3d-s, 3d- 3d-I c-to-f 1 [ urninon we use UIC same macro ~ ~ W . I O - C O N J C I  

I Fust  we have to ahgn the connguranon 01 *e oo!cc: so I-  nnren-  
i and 3 d c  by i detach rnonon dependmg on 
monon dmcnons. The rclanon tranr~nons. 3d-f 
(0 3d-s. 3d-f to 3d-a. md  3d-f to 3ds.  reduces 
the number of faceconucrr by chrre. two. and 
one, rerpecnvely. Thus. fo l lowg  cnlmon 3, 
the relanon transinon. 3d-f to 3 d c  IS chosen as 

that i t  CM be uanslarcd dong the m e n  UIS Then. we 
have u) U r n l a U  the obJeCt dong the Us We assign 
the comspondmg kmplau of monom to the relanon 
mansinon born 3d-s to 3d-e and refer to thls urnplau as 
insert-yuo macro. 
Nouthacrheurrer~-&wmmacroonlyaLgnstheobJect 
parallel u) a p w  of contact faces The macm allows the 
rounon MdUznslaUon heedom dong the cantact faces 
On the other hand. the inserf-uuo macro does not d o w  
such kcedom. It only allows the o b 9 1  (0 uanslau along 

mlo to- 
c 

I i o n  3d-g to 3 d d  is chosen by cnunon 3 
I 7 h  e assembly relauon 3d-h can become w 3d-e I e-to-h 3d-b 

1 I by monon dong the memon axu. 

Figure 7:  Assembly relation transitions represented ;1s a tree 
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move - a motion sequence for this macro is realized by 
uanslating a manipulated object from the starting con- 
figuration to the ending configuration. 
move-ro-coniutf - a motion sequence for this motion 
macro is realized by uanslating a manipulated object 
until it contacts a face of an environmenlal object, then 
fitting a manipulated object face to the contact environ- 
mental face. 
I f  we have precise configurations. we can achieve the 
contact and fitting operations by using such configura- 
tions. Otherwise, these operations require some sensory 
feedback to detect the Occurrence of contact and fitting. 
See [141 for a detailed implementation of the macro as 
a skill in a force feedback type manipulator. 
insert-berween - a motion sequence for this motion macro 
is realized by first aligning a manipulated object between 
a pair of contact environmental faces, and then uanslat- 
ing i t  between the pair of conuct faces to the ending 
con figuradon. 
If we have precise configurations, we can achieve align 
motion and translation motion using the configurations. 
Otherwise. the align motion requires some sensory feed- 
back. See [141. 

inserl-inlo - a motion sequence for this motion macro 
IS  realized by aligning a manipulated object along the 
insert axis, and then uanslating along the axis to the 
ending configuration. 
I f  we have precise configurations, we c m  achieve align 
motion and translation motion using the configurations. 
Otherwise, the align motion requires some sensory feed- 
back. See [141. 

Figure 8 represents a completed procedure uee. 

3.5 Task models 
A task model consists of an assembly relation transition,a mo- 
[ion macro. and the necessary parameters required to expand 
[he motion macro into a sequence of manipulator commands. 
For example, Figure 9 shows the m k  model corresponding to 
the transition from 3d-s to 3d-a. The starting and end relation 
slots contan 3d-s and 3d-a, respecuvely. The action slot con- 
t ans  the move-to-contact motion macro. In order to achieve 
the mouon, i t  is necessary to know Lhe previous configuration 
and end configuration of the manipulated Object. The cor- 
responding parameters are prepared as Lask parameters. The 
values corresponding to these parameters are obwned by the 
task insuntiation module at run time. 

Thirteen task models corresponding to all arcs in the tree 
are prepared. They are attached to [he procedure tree. 

1 Implementat ion of APO system 
How arz task models used to recover human assembly w k s  
i n  the APO system? The task recognition mechanism will be 
explaned in the following examples. The example system 
Consists of three classes of objects, (any of which can appear 
i n  the scene): castle, block. and stick F igure  10). 

1.1 Temporal Segmentation 
Th: system assumes that at the beginning of each assembly 
task human intervention occurs in the scene and at end of 

3d-g 63 
Figure 8: Procedure tree. 

Figure 9: The task model corresponding to thc Jsscmhl\ 
relation transition from 3d-s to 3d-a 

Figure 10: Castle, block md btich 
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An object recognition program is applied to the neu re- 
gions. After recognizing a manipulated Object from the re 
gions by f i t lnga  geomemc model to range dam on the regions. 
the program determines the configuration of the manipulated 
object. 

The system m a n t a n s  the configurations of other environ- 
mental objects. The system represents these manipulared and 
environmental objecrs in the Vanrage geometric modeler [ 11 
as shown in  Figure 13 

Task b c g n s  Task ends 

Scene 

nu0 ConsCCflVe unages i Mercncc bnghmeu 
kicwecn 

image scqucnce 

Figure 11: The system detects human intervention from the 
change in brightness values 

the assembly task the human disappears from the scene By 
using this assumption, the XPO system segments acontinuous 
image sequence given by a TV camera from the scene into a 
finite number of meaningful chunks 

By using the levcl change in the brightness difference, the 
system can detect human intervention Figure 11 shous ;1 
continuous image sequence of a scene given by a TV camera, 
while the human operator is puttmg a castle on the table 
Before human intervention. the scene consists of only still 
Objects, thus the difference between two consecutive images 
is at the quite level When human intervention occurs, the 
brightness difference is large due to the motion of human and 
manipulated object in the scene This disturbance continues 
unt i l  the end of theassembly operation After the human hand 
disappears. the scene consists of only still objects Thus,  the 
brightness difference returns to the quite level 

We have been using this method for detection for several 
live demos repeated continuously for several days, and the 
method never fruled. 

4.2 Object Recognition 

t t 

Difference N+ 1 N 

Range Image 

Figure 12: The difference in  range i l a i ~  

Objects in the scene are recognized from range dam in our 
current implementation. b/w images are used only for detect- 
ing the completion of one assembly task More reliable range 
data are used for analyzing the scene After a cemin  period 
afier the detection of the completion of one assembly task. 
the APO system invokes the range finder and measures range 
intormation in the scenz. The APO system then generates a 
difference image between the range image from the previous 
step (before t k  xsembly task) and [he range image from the 
current siep (after the assembly rask) Figure 13 Object recognition a reLognition program I F  ~p 

Only m3nipulated ObjCCt The recognition rehulrh arc r e p  
The system applies a segmentation Program to the differ- plied only to any newly appearing region,, rcio_cnltch 

I m a g e  my newly appearing regions These 
new regions correspond to the faces of the manipulated Gbject 
by the assembly task See Figure 12 by 
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Figure 14: Extracted contact faces and assembly relation. 

4.3 Task Identification 
By using the transformation from body coordinate systems to 
face coordinate systems, (available from the Vantage geomet- 
ric modeler), the configurations of the faces of the manipulated 
and environmental objects are obtained. 

The system extracts contacting face pairs from the face 
configurations. Here, a contacting face pair is a face from 
the manipulated objects and a face from an environmental 
object, which have the same face equations and whose surface 
normals are opposite to each other. 

The system determines the assembly relation based on the 
contacting face pairs by analyzing the contact directions of 
pairs. Here, the contact direction is defined as the normal di- 
rection from the environment faces to the manipulated object 
faces as previously defined. The contact pairs are grouped 
into a set of contact directional groups so that each group has 
face pairs with the same contact direction. By examining the 
occurrence of directions, we can determine which assembly 
relation occurs by the assembly task. 

The system recognizes the contact faces and contact di- 
rections as shown in Figure 14. From the contact faces in 
Figure 14, the system determines that the current assembly 
relation is 3d-a. 

Before the assembly task, the castle does not exist i n  the 
scene. Thus, before the assembly task, the assembly relation 
between the castle and the table was 3d-s. After performance 
of the assembly task, the manipulated castle established a 3d-a 
assembly relation with the environmental object, the table. 

From this observation. the system recognizes that the as- 
sembly relation transition, 3d-s to 3d-a, occurs due to the 
assembly task. The corresponding task mode 3d-s to 3d-a 
is extracted from the corresponding arc along the procedure 
tree. 

4.4 Task Instantiation 
In this example, at the previous step, the castle was stored on 
the warehouse table. Thus, the assembly relation transitions 
during the entire assembly task are 

3d-a to 3d-s: detach the castle from the warehouse table 
to the departure configuration. 
3d-s to 3d-s: bring the castle from the departure config- 
uration to the approach configuration in free space. 
3d-s to 3d-a: move-to-contact the castle to the working 
table from the approach configuration. 

Thus, the corresponding three task models are. instantiated: 
a-io-s, s-IO-s, and s-io-a. 

The following procedure is executed to instantiate a task 
model: 

obtain an abstract task model from the data base. 
obtain necessary parameters for the motion-macro ( ] .e .  
motion direction and translation distance) derived from 
the object recognition results. 
obtain the necessary motion macro (a sequence of rna- 
nipulator motions) by consulting the action slot of the 
task model, 

The instantiationof task models occurs in the reverse order. 
s-to-a, s-IO-s, and a-to-s. 

The s-to-a task model has  a move-io-coniaci motion m x r o  
in the action slot. The task model examines each O ~ J C C ~  
model and determines grasp configurations. how to grnsp the 
object with respect to the body coordinate system. and the 
specified grasping method. In the current implementation. 
each object model has predetermined grasping conligurations. 
The task model chooses an appropriate grasping configuration 
and recalculates i t  based on the current body confi, 17 ura t i 0  n s . 
The task model determines the grasping configuration of the 
castle based on the observed castle configuration. The wk 
model also determines the stack configuration of the castle on 
the table in a similar manner. The system then inserts these 
parameters to the corresponding slots in the instantiated task 
model. 

The global motion is also implemented xs ;1 task model. 5-  
to-s. This task model has a motion macro, move. The current 
implementation does not consider collision between the ma- 
nipulated object and environmental objects. I t  assumes that 
space above a certain level of height is free space. Thc t s k  
model incorporates the path from the departure configuration 
to the high position, the high position to another high posirion 
above the approach configuration, and the second high posi- 
tion to the approach configuration. These configurations arc 
obtained from the old and new configurations of the nianipu- 
lated objects. These values are inserted into their slots in the 
instantiated task model. 

The disassembly task IS also implcrnented ;IS LI tiisk model. 
The current implementation does not observe the wretlousc 
table due to the field of view of the range firidcr. Thus. the 
assembly relation transition, 3d-a to jd-s, which occurs at the 
warehouse table, is given to the system as a priori kno\vledge. 
The system instantiatesadisassembly task model. u-IO-s .  This 
task model has  a motion macro, move in  the action slot. The 
grasp configuration for the disassembly task is obtained from 
the geometric model in a similar manner to the asscmhly task 
model. This value is stored in the corresponding slot i n  the 
instantiated task model. 

The system finally performs the operations given by the 
three task models sequentially: 0-io-s. s-io-s, and s-io-u. Fig- 
ure 15 shows the final move-to-contact operation b y  a manip- 
ulator. 

4.5 Additional example- 
Figure 16(a) shows a human operation for insertmg a stick i n  
a hole of the block. The system recognizes the contact faces 
(Figure 16(b)). From the normal direction of contact faces, 
the system generates tetra directional contact. By examining 
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the directions of the contacts, the system determines that the 
observed assembly relation is 3d-e. 

Currently, the vision system cannot detect intermediate re- 
lation transitions such as from 3d-b to 3d-e due to our temporal 
segmentation method. I t  can only detect the relation transition 
from 3d-s to 3d-e. Thus, the system explores all the possible 
paths in the procedure tree between 3d-s and 3d-e. Then, by 
examining the shape of contact pairs, the system infers which 
path occurs. 

More precisely, the relation transition from 3d-s to 3d- 
e corresponds to five paths; direct path, via 3d-b, via 3d- 
a and 3d-b, via 3d-a and via 3d-a and 3d-c. All the arcs 

disassembly action), translation along the axis. In Vantage, 
the disassembly action is applied to the current geometric 
representation of the manipulated and the environment objects 
to find the previous assembly relation. The system examines 
the vertex coordinates of all the contact faces, projects them 

which assembly relation occurs due to this translation action. 
In this example, the system finds that all the boundary edge 
vertices on the contact faces have the same coordinate system 
along the translation directions. From this, i t  concludes that 
the 3d-s to 3d-e relation transition occurs. 

The s-Io-e task model has a motion macro, insert-into in 
the action slot. Using the predetermined grasp configuration 
and the observed stick position. the system performs the insert 
operation as shown in Figure 16(c). 

(a) 

,, 

to the 3d-e, however, have the same assembly action (and 
<% - /  ,’ 

to a plane parallel to the translation directions, and determines ( C >  

Figure 16: Insert a stick IO the block; (a) input  scene, (b) f x e  
contact, (c) system performance. 

Figure 17 shows other examples constructed successfully 
by the system. 

5 Conclusion 

We have described an Assembly-Plan-from-Observation 
(APO) system that can observe an assembly task performed 
by a human, recognize scene objects, relations among those 
objects, and actions on them, and produce corresponding op- 
erational plans for a robot. Our work will open a new domain 
of object recognition applications and provide a revolutionary 
way of programming robots. 

The current system analyzes human opcration and gener- 
ates the fine motion plan from observation among polyhedrd 
objecrs. Future direclions include how to generate grasp plans 
and global motion plans from observation. 

Figure 15: Put a block on the table with a manipulator. 
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Figure 17: Additional cxamplcs. 
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